AFLUX Flight #14 – Polar 5 – 190408
Mission PI: André Ehrlich
Objectives:
Characterize clouds and surface fluxes below clouds that are floating northward on the sea ice where
sea ice fraction continuously increased. Comparable to Flight #11 but without cirrus and different
character of the low-level clouds.
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Overview:
Originally, the flight aimed to find a cloud free area in the marginal ice zone where the variability of
the surface albedo and turbulent fluxes can be studied without being influenced by clouds (reference
case). However, during the flight and from the latest satellite images, it was soon obvious, that the MIZ
was everywhere covered by clouds. Only over the closed sea ice cloud free areas were present.
Therefore, the objective of the flight was changed:
The flight objective was to characterize a low-level cloud field that was floating over the marginal ice
zone into the fully covered sea ice. The clouds showed a decreasing cloud top towards north but at the
same time, cloud base was decreasing and finally touching the surface. At the end, the cloud
transformed into a fog layer connected to the surface. During the flight we could observe, that the
location, where a cloud base can be defined moved further northward. This indicates, that the cloud
field (air mass) really floated onto the sea ice.
The sampling strategy was similar to flight #11 but on a longer horizontal leg, which perfectly
connected the cloud and sea ice free area in the south and the cloud free area above the sea ice.
Between these points the transformation of the cloud could be characterized. Two remote sensing legs
were performed (first and final leg) which hopefully document any general changes of the cloud field
during the time of the flight. One complete leg at 200 ft could be flow penetrating the flog and rising
cloud starting from the cloud free area over closed sea ice area. This was repeated on a south-north

leg to make sure, icing of the radiation sensors is not an issue. Along one leg, a saw tooth pattern was
performed which hopefully provides a nice cross section of the entire cloud field and atmospheric
stratification. In the northern cloud-free part of the leg (over dense sea ice) again ice crystals were
observed in 200ft altitude which needs to be investigated.
Ny Alesund was passed on both outbound and inbound leg aligning the flight path close to the
shoreline. Both time the valley was not cloud free but fully covered by low-level clouds.

Weather situation as observed during the flight (compare to forecast)
A high pressure system was establishing with center over Svalbard. The clockwise circulation pattern
almost enclosed the island. The weak flow almost stopped the production of low-level clouds over the
open ocean. Little southerly winds were forecasted for more western locations which moved the
remaining cloud from open water to the sea ice. The forecast only predicted clouds in the MIZ not
extending far into the sea ice. Another low-level cloud field was forecasted to move from northern
Greenland eastwards into the area of the observations. Both cloud fields could be observed during the
last part of the flight. As predicted the cloud-free area decreased over time.
The temperature distribution showed a significant gradient in east-west direction with warmer air
masses west and colder air masses east of Svalbard. The flight pattern was finally chosen to be
orientated across this gradient along a “constant” temperature. Still, due to the duration of the flight,
we might have crossed this air mass transition.
The cross section of the forecasted low-level clouds showed an elevated cloud base. This contradicted
the observations, where we could observe how cloud base decreased towards north and the clouds
transformed into fog. This characteristic of the cloud field was not forecasted by ECMWF.

ECMW prediction of clouds—horizontal

ECMW prediction of clouds—vertical

ECMW prediction of wind 950 hPa

Flight pattern
WP1:
WP2:
WP3:

79° 30’ N 8° 0’ E
80° 45’ N 13° 0’ E
80° 45’ N 8° 0’ E

The main flight was performed between two waypoints in south-north orientation, one located over
open ocean (WP1), the second over sea ice (WP3). WP2 was finally not used as condition at WP3 looked
more favorable.
From LYR to WP1 remote sensing at 10.000 ft was performed over a partly broken field of low-level
clouds and crossing Ny Alesund. This is continued towards WP3 on leg 1 until the end of the cloud field.
We descended along the flight track exceeding WP3 to extend the next low level leg. Leg 2 between
WP3-WP1 was flown at 200 ft (120kn). The leg 3 between WP1-WP3 was flown with four saw tooth
pattern adjusted to the decreasing cloud top. After that, we returned south until the cloud field ended
and entered on leg 4 northwards again at 200 ft. To WP3 a temp was flown up to 10.000 ft. Leg 5
continued at 10.000ft southward and returning home the same way. Again with overflying Ny Alesund.

More Satellite images
The three consecutive satellite images illustrate that the originally cold air outbreak clouds over open
ocean more and more dissolved and got smoother. Another cloud band approached from west. The
sampled cloud field was over the MIZ moving slowly northward. Not any high cloud influenced the
measurements.

Instrument Status
Polar 5
Basis data acquisition
Nose Boom
MiRAC-A
MiRAC-P
AMALi
SMART
Eagle/Hawk
Sun Photometer
Polar Nephelometer
2D-S
CAPS
PIP
Drop Sondes

None launched

Detailed Flight Log (all times in UTC)
LYR-NyA-WP1: 10.000 ft 160kn
- 09:07 UTC: no low clouds above the island, there is only the airport cloud
- 09:09 UTC: we did hit the airport cloud
- 09:14 UTC: thin low clouds visible over some glaciers (fog???)
- 09:16 UTC: low-layer cloud field starts immediately west of the island over open water
- 09:19 UTC: some hazy aerosol layers visible in North-West direction
- 09:26 UTC: low cloud field will start to be below aircraft
- 09:30 UTC: above Ny Alesund
- 09:36 UTC: larger cloud gaps ahead
- 09:43 UTC: CT at 900 m (AMALi)
End of the cloud field visible ahead
- 09:46 UTC: some lose sea ice on our track
- 09:47 UTC: almost no cloud below in this location
Scattered clouds visible above the sea ice
- 09:50 UTC: WP1 dense cloud field ahead in direction North go for WP3

WP1-WP3: 10.000 ft 160kn
- 09:51 UTC: scattered sea ice still not dense
- 09:56 UTC: overcast below
- 10:03 UTC: CT=500m (1500 ft) with decreasing tendency
- 10:07 UTC: end of cloud field visible ahead
- 10:11 UTC: now above end of the cloud field
surprisingly AMALi still sees something above surface
- 10:12 UTC: sea ice cover 100%, refrozen leads covered with snow
- 10:13 UTC: no cirrus
- 10:24 UTC: sea ice cover 100%
- 10:27 UTC: reaching 200ft behind WP3, return to WP3

WP3-WP1: 200 ft 120kn
- 10:30 UTC: ice particles detected (no cloud visible, no cirrus…)  Diamond dust?
- 10:35 UTC: everything is white below, frozen leads covered with snow
 very homogeneous
- 10:38 UTC: hazy elevated dust layer visible in southern direction (start of clouds?)
- 10:45 UTC: hazy close to the ground (south-east) Fog right above surface
- 10:49 UTC: still 100% sea ice cover
- 10:51 UTC: above fog, which is still below us, Polar 5 still outside
- 10:53 UTC: first small lead
Now Polar 5 is in the fog layer  icing

- 10:55 UTC:
- 10:56 UTC:
- 11:00 UTC:
- 11:02 UTC:
- 11:03 UTC:
- 11:06 UTC:
- 11:10 UTC:
- 11:12 UTC:
- 11:17 UTC:
- 11:20 UTC:
- 11:25 UTC:
- 11:26 UTC:
- 11:28 UTC:

shortly we were above the fog layer
No cloud base visible
in flog now  again icing
We are flying with the Sun exactly in South = flight direction
still no cloud base visible, Polar 5 inside the fog
surface shortly visible
now below cloud base (80° 18N)
Some open leads
now broken ice with individual ice floes  sea ice edge?
cloud gaps above, Sun partly visible
sea ice cover <50%
scattered clouds above
Almost no wind, sea surface very smooth
small ice floes, 20-30%
cloud cover decreases to 20%
still very calm at the water surface, many birds
last ice floes
Cloud fraction ~10%

WP1-WP3: saw tooth pattern 140kn
- 11:33 UTC: start saw tooth pattern: always little icing at cloud top
#0 up:
CT 2000 ft
- 11:35 UTC
#1 down:
CB 1100 ft
CT 2100 ft
not directly in clouds
- 11:45 UTC
#2 up :
CB 700 ft
CT 1800 ft
cloud fraction 40%
- 11:48 UTC
#3 down:
CB 900 ft
CT 1700 ft
second cloud layer below
- 11:53 UTC
#4 up:
CB 700 ft
CT 1400 ft
hazy cloud base
- 11:56 UTC
#5 down:
CB
//
CT 1300 ft
more icing visible
- 12:00 UTC
#6 up:
CB
//
CT 900 ft
- 12:02 UTC
#7 up:
CB
//
CT 600 ft
only fog
- 12:03 UTC
#8 up:
CB
//
CT 300 ft
- 12:04 UTC
climbing  another inversion at 1500 ft visible
Turn back to WP1 to add another 200ft leg without icing the

WP3-WP1: 3.000 ft 160kn
- 12:24 UTC: end of the compact cloud field  descent and turn back to WP3
WP1-WP3: 200 ft 120kn
- 12:27 UTC: start leg, Cloud fraction=80%, sea ice cover=40%
- 12:35 UTC: “sea ice edge”
- 12:41 UTC: now it becomes hazy
- 12:43 UTC: first icing, Polar 5 in cloud
Start climb to 10.000 ft along track will reach WP3
CT=1200 ft
- 12:50 UTC: WP3  turn home
WP3-WP1: 10.000 ft 160kn
- 12:54 UTC: no cirrus
Brownish elevated layer in southern direction (pollution layer?)
- 13:03 UTC: cloud cover decreases
- 13:07 UTC: cloud free below
- 13:13 UTC: clouds start again

WP1-NyA-LYR: 10.000 ft 160kn passing Ny Alesund
- 13:?? UTC:
overpass Ny Alesund, clouds below

Comments
-----

Quicklooks
Noseboom meteorology
The 200ft leg crossing the cloud field shows a significant temperature increase of about 10K
which is likely to result from the decreasing sea ice fraction.

Broadband net terrestrial flux cross section and profile

The net terrestrial flus showed a
sharp transition from stronger
to weak cooling when entering
the cloud at (2)-(3). Further
south, the cooling again
increased due to the warmer
surface temperature when the
sea ice fraction decreased.
The profiles have been observed
during two consequutive saw
tooth pattern, the first with
cloud/fog layer, the first in
cloud-free conditions.

MIRAC
Radar and microwave radiometer data of the first remote sensing flight leg WP1-WP3.
Clouds over open ocean are higher and show stronger precipitation. The cloud field over sea
ice looks more homogeneous. BT indicates the increasing sea ice fraction.

AMALI
AMALi could observe the cloud field twice and documented the change of the clouds which
moved northward and finally reached WP3. The cloud top nicely decreases in the northern
part. In the first leg also the not visible thin fog layer over the sea ice is detected.

Leg 1

Leg 5

EAGLE/HAWK
The Eagle/Hawk sequence shows a cloud which partly is located above a sea ice floe. The
surface ice is clearly visible in the Eagle image but not in the radiance at 1240 nm observed
by Hawk. However, the ice index derived from Hawk radiances are obviously biased by the
surface ice. Therefore, over water and sea ice different thresholds for separating liquid and
ice clouds need to be applied.

Microphysics
In the very first part of leg 1 the PMS probes again sampled ice particles in 200 ft altitude within
otherwise cloud free conditions. Within the cloud field occasionally precipitation was observed. The
liquid top of the clouds showed rather high values of extinction during the saw tooth pattern.

